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What many in the nonprofit community would have expected to be a direct road for tax exemption for a new 

501(c)(3) nonprofit organization has suffered a significant set-back. On October 9th, the Internal Revenue Service 

released Private Letter Ruling 202041009 (the “Ruling”), concluding that a nonprofit organization (the “Nonprofit”) 

that manages impact investment funds at below market fees is not a charitable organization. The ruling states  

that the Nonprofit was formed “exclusively for charitable purposes, including, for such purposes, increasing  

the capital available to organizations that develop and/or operate (i) long term affordable housing for the 

economically and physically disadvantaged, (ii) community facilitates such as schools and community health 

centers, (iii) businesses providing access to healthy foods, (iv) sustainable energy projects, (v) commercial 

real estate, and (vi) other projects that may increase social welfare”. Despite the stated purposes for which the 

Nonprofit was formed, IRS determined that it did not operate in a manner consistent with these stated purposes 

and for that reason it was not a tax exempt organization.

While rulings issued by IRS don’t often include specific  
detail about an organization’s actual activities (because  
most applications are made before full operations begin),  
in this case, the Nonprofit had already been in operation  
for a few years prior to filing its application. As a result,  
we are provided several specific examples of investment  
funds that the Nonprofit launched.

The first fund it launched was a loan fund focusing on 
preventative health and social service investments in an effort 
to reduce costly acute care interventions. The first projects 
financed were the provision of housing and intensive social 
services for the chronically homeless to help reduce the 
incidence of hospital stays and incarcerations, with the  
second project creating services for individuals exiting 
incarceration to reduce recidivism and the prison population.  

The second loan fund focused on small scale energy efficiency 
and clean energy project finance. In this case, initial projects 
included efficiency upgrades to a senior living facility, as well 
as in several thousand non-profit affordable housing units, 
lowering energy costs for low income residents.

All of the projects are described as deals which were “not 
commercially financeable” and, as the Ruling acknowledges, 
are not well supported by traditional capital markets. IRS 
nevertheless concluded that the Nonprofit is not operating in 
a manner consistent with the law permitting tax exemption 
because it is paid a fee (albeit below market) and investors 
could earn a market or near market return on their investment. 

There is much to be said about the basis provided for the 
conclusions reached by IRS (and for a detailed discussion  
of that analysis, please see our companion article, IRS Attacks 
Impact Investing with Flawed Logic: A Critical Review of the 
IRS Argument, being issued separately), but at a high level, 
the Ruling itself is troubling for what it says about the evolution 
of the impact investing marketplace that has been developing 
over the last several decades. This is particularly concerning, 
and somewhat surprising, since in 2016 the Department of 
Treasury specifically issued updates  
to the regulations pertaining to program related investments 
and included an example of an investment that in fact had a 
“high potential rate of return”.

Consider the nonprofit dedicated to the creation and 
preservation of affordable homes so that everyone has an 
opportunity to find a safe and affordable place to live. What 
if such an organization created a fund that seeks investors 
so that it could build low income housing units? Consider the 
nonprofit organization seeking to find a cure for COVID-19 
that takes in for-profit investors so that it can finance the 
development of the treatment. What about the art museum  
that starts a fund to provide loans to many art museums 
so that a pandemic does not force the museums to choose 
between selling their works of art or closing their doors 
permanently? Lastly, consider the hospital that partners 
with a for-profit company to expand patient services in the 
community. Do any of these examples sound familiar?
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IRS made much of the fact that the investors were not all 
charities, but this line of analysis is flawed; who the investors 
are makes no difference. Ordinarily you would not know 
who your investors are in advance unless you specifically 
limited who could invest. IRS also claims that because the 
investment process first began with a financial analysis, rather 
than an analysis of the social and environmental impact, the 
Nonprofit was first and foremost concerned with the risk and 
return potential of any project in which it invests. Indeed, IRS 
embraces a form over substance analysis! This appears to be 
a case of semantics. 

The question in this case is whether or not the Nonprofit’s 
activities are charitable. While we are provided limited facts  
in the Ruling, it would certainly appear that the projects  
already undertaken by the Nonprofit sound charitable. The 
Nonprofit undertakes to facilitate projects where, as noted, 
there is no available market for these projects to move  
forward and, thus, they would seem to be just the types  
of deals that would constitute program related investments  
for private foundations. If that is the case, then it would  
seem there should be a path to approval for the Nonprofit.

All is not necessarily lost for the Nonprofit in the Ruling. The 
Nonprofit still has a variety of options to consider taking to 
continue its fight, which the authors of this article hope it will 
vigorously do. Since the goal of this article is not to review all of 
the legal strategies one could take in the exemption process, 
we note that there are options so readers know that this story 
may not be over.
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